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SINU HOMECOMING BEGINS TODAY

Bunting, Hubbard, Lloyd, Meyer, Wines Are Candidates For S.I.N.U. Homecoming Queen

Two Underclassman Attendants Will Be Selected From Candidates Galvin, Henry, Niewald, Oskel, Williams

Kate Bunting, Orinha Hubbard, Edith Lloyd, Virginia Meyer, and Paul Wines are candidates for S.I.N.U. Homecoming Queen. The homecoming queen will be selected at the election last Tuesday. The girl who receives the largest number of votes will be crowned queen immediately following the election. The identity of the winner will remain a secret until that time. The first four candidates for the throne will be presented at the Homecoming Queen Coronation, Thursday night, November 11th.

The four underclassman candidates were selected from two other candidates. Among those who will be selected are: Elizabeth Miller, Miss Elizabeth Miller will be selected as one of the ladies. She will be presented at the Homecoming Queen Coronation, Thursday night, November 11th.

SATURDAY NIGHT SHOW BANDS TO SING

The fourth annual homecoming band on the program will be the Saturday Night Show Band. The band will perform in the Homecoming Queen Coronation, Thursday night, November 11th. The show band will be presented at the Homecoming Queen Coronation, Thursday night, November 11th.

HOMECOMING PLAYERS

Homecoming Players will feature Dorothy Magnus in her role as Andy Anderson's Prize Play. Miss Magnus will be the featured star in the lead role of Andy Anderson's Prize Play. Miss Magnus will be the featured star in the lead role of Andy Anderson's Prize Play. Miss Magnus will be the featured star in the lead role of Andy Anderson's Prize Play.

Sixty-two members of Andy Anderson's Prize Play are the centerpiece of the S.I.N.U. Homecoming Queen Coronation. The featured star will be the featured star of Andy Anderson's Prize Play. Miss Magnus will be the featured star in the lead role of Andy Anderson's Prize Play.
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EGYPTIAN SHOUTS WELCOME TO FRIENDS AND ALUMNI OF COLLEGE; SUGGESTS MEMORY

To President Bewlie Price, 1918: Homecoming festivities, the Egyptian raises a hearty shout of "Welcome!"
The college has in many instances espoused academic activities in order to make the Homecoming week more interesting this year than ever before. We hope every visitor enjoy your holiday at the college.

We know, that along with the older memory you carry away from Carbonabode you will also carry along something of the spirit that exists in S. I. N. U., so as to keep the years from you here.

Many of you are aware of the services which the college gives to the students of Southern Illinois. Many of you have taken advantage of the educational facilities offered here on the campus or through extramural courses which are offered to those who are interested.

President Price says:

College Place Part II

You are aware of this college by the playing in the college desiring a chance to talk to people and to learn more about them, and naturally known figures of the entertainment world to our students.

You have heard of the contributions the college toward the economic rehabilitation of the region it serves.

It is during this period when the tremendous bondages under which the administration, the faculty and the student body are weakened.

Southern Operates On Less Per Student

In the first place, Southern is operating on an appreciably smaller budget than any other college. We believe that our budget does not suffer because the college is not limited by state colleges of Illinois. This situation is a tribute to the efficiency of President Price, Business Manager Edward V. Miles, Jr., and the faculty, and we feel, in some way, it is a shadow on the fortunes of the State of Illinois.

Show's Endearment with College

Second, with an enrollment which has declined by a decided Southern has received no additional building in the same period. This means that the college would have been able to only partially relieve the cramped quarters in which the college was forced to work as the demands which must exist, the college must also expand its campus.

Youth Need Liberal Arts College

Logically, Southern's changed situation is a large number of these, many of whom have qualifications which fit them better for teaching than for teaching. These young men are wanted to be able to develop a Liberal Arts Program to which they may go to receive training regardless of their qualifications.

To follow these pressing needs of the college down into these rarely pampered phrases, the following alumni have been adopted by the Egyptians.

IN VITRES FRIENDS AND ALUMNI

SOUTHERN INVITES FRIENDS AND
FORERST STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN ANNUAL HOMECOMING EVENTS

HUN HIS V. T. Smith believes SINU
May Be Granted Parity With
other Colleges Within Decade

By BILL HAYES
Southern Illinois, Inc., held its annual meeting on March 17, in the Lincoln Theatre at Southern Illinois. The meeting was held to discuss the financial status of the college and to elect officers for the ensuing year.

President Price said, "I believe that the college is in a better financial condition now than it has been for many years. In the past, we have been able to maintain a careful budget, but this year we have not been able to do so. We have had to cut down on expenses, and this has affected the quality of our education.

Homecoming is one of the great occasions in the college year. Or, rather, a wish that its services may fit better for teaching than for teaching. These young men are wanted to be able to develop a Liberal Arts Program to which they may go to receive training regardless of their qualifications.

To follow these pressing needs of the college down into these rarely pampered phrases, the following alumni have been adopted by the Egyptians.

PARITY IN APPROPRIATIONS

College of Liberal Arts at Southern

The Function of American Schools Is Development of Independent Thought

We disagree with those people who hold that American students should now become military gangs for training and discipline. We believe that American schools should provide a different, but equally important, duty to the nation. We must devote more time and consideration to this matter.

We must develop a strong defense against the subtlest of all weapons: the propaganda which disarms truth and justice of the moment.

The modern defense requires an effort to educate the public and to develop a sense of responsibility in the individual. It is no longer enough to write "yes" on a ballot. The differences of opinion must be made to be heard and honored, free of thought in search for fundamental truths.

Independent thinking is the "5th column" of totalitarianism. It is the weapon of democracy. It is in the same category, as a military man, to serve or destroy the people's will. In this sense, and in the function of the school as the school is the defense program.

The Institute of Higher Education is one of the most important developments in the field of education in recent years. It is a place where young men can be educated in the principles of democracy and where they can be prepared to serve their country. It is a place where the student is encouraged to think independently and to develop his own ideas.

Despite the criticism directed at the Institute of Higher Education, it is an institution that is making a valuable contribution to the education of our youth. It is a place where young men can be taught to think for themselves, to be independent thinkers, and to be prepared to serve their country in the future.
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The Institute of Higher Education is an important institution that is making a valuable contribution to the education of our youth. It is a place where young men can be taught to think for themselves, to be independent thinkers, and to be prepared to serve their country in the future.
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SOUTHERN HAS BEEN SCENE
OF GREAT CHANGES BOTH
PHYSICAL AND CURRICULAR

Classroom Space and Buildings Still Needed to Accommodate Rapidly Increasing Enrollment

By OLIVE WALTON

During the past few years, Southern has seen the scene of a great change in its physical and curricular growth.

The original building was raised and completed in 1905. Since then, many additions have been made to the building, including a new wing in 1920, a library wing in 1930, and a science wing in 1940. The school has continued to grow, and the need for additional space has become increasingly apparent.

Actual Construction Begun on New Baptist Foundation Under Direction of George L. Johnson

By NORMA MOUNT

A new foundation is currently under construction on the campus of Southern, with the direction of George L. Johnson. The foundation will provide additional space for the school's growing student body.

Emerson Hall

EMERSON HALL WRITES ILLINOIS GEOGRAPHY

Book Concerns Seven Southern Illinois Counties

By MIRVELL ALLENSPARK

Among the many noteworthy books written this year are those that focus on Southern Illinois geography. Emerson Hall, a new academic building on the campus, will house the department of geography.

FIFTEEN FACULTY MEMBERS ADDED TO COLLEGE STAFF—THIRTY-MORE NEEDED

Administration Plans to Ask for Twenty-two New Members for Next Biennium

By MARY LUCIA HARTMAN

The college administration is planning to add fifteen new faculty members to the staff for the next biennium. This will bring the total number of faculty members to thirty. The college is seeking to expand its offerings and provide more opportunities for students.

Delta Kappa Gamma Initiated at Carbondale

By Dr. PEACOCK

Delta Kappa Gamma, an international professional honor society for women in education, has been initiated at Carbondale. This is the first chapter of the society in Southern Illinois.

1500 ATTEND EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE

Announced is that people argued until the Educational Conference was held on the campus of Southern. The conference was attended by teachers, administrators, and students from across the state.

Rules for Sigma Tran Delta Contest Are Announced

By Dr. Madalyn HANSON

The rules for the Sigma Tran Delta Contest have been announced. The contest is open to all students and will be held on November 15th.

English Speaks to Christopher Rotary

By R. W. KENNDY, on the meeting of the Rotary Club in Carbondale.

The club hearing to a member of the English Department.

English, Schroeder Attend Meeting

By Dr. W. STANFORD and Dr. J. KELLY, of the English and Schroeder departments, respectively.

The meeting was held on the campus of Southern.
WOMEN'S SPORT SECTION

SPORT CANDIDS

For Only They Can Make a Tree
At the very bottom rungs exist the only strength of any tree, the strength and life of the branch that grows. This is true in the same respect of the inhabitants who make the cost of the same tree always a problem for the future growth. The strength of the branch that grows is earned by the strong winds, the sun, and the soil that nourishes it. The branch that grows may be killed by the strong winds, the sun, and the soil that nourishes it, but the strength of the branch that grows is earned by the strong winds, the sun, and the soil that nourishes it.

FINISHING THE SEASON

MARIAN SYKES

The key to the success of the season was the determination of the players, and the determination of the players, the whole team, and the whole team.

New System Substituted for Old Plan of Classroom Observation Used by Education Classes

By MARIE B. S. "HUB" THOMAS

A new type of classroom observation is being substituted for the old plan of classroom observation used by education classes in the high schools of the state. The new type provides for the selection of a representative group of teachers and for the selection of a representative group of students. The new type is designed to give the teachers and the students an opportunity to observe the teaching methods of the other teachers and to observe the teaching methods of the other teachers.

WELCOME HOMECOMERS

LEONARD REYNOLDS

For only they can make a tree.

In the very bottom rungs exist the only strength of any tree, the strength and life of the branch that grows. This is true in the same respect of the inhabitants who make the cost of the same tree always a problem for the future growth. The strength of the branch that grows is earned by the strong winds, the sun, and the soil that nourishes it. The branch that grows may be killed by the strong winds, the sun, and the soil that nourishes it, but the strength of the branch that grows is earned by the strong winds, the sun, and the soil that nourishes it.

BARBER SHOP

FOR YOUR CARE

KNOWLEDGE, REASONABLE PRICES

Giusto's Barber Shop

37 Main Street

Home-Coming Headquarters

Quality Merchandise, Reasonable Prices

We Deliver

Barber Shop

WE SERVICE

KNOCK THEM

ON THEIR

OWN

WIN THAT GAME

CARTER'S CAFE

Home-Coming Headquarters

WIDDOWS Service Station

Maiden Grub

Grease, Grooming and Gas

Route 51

1536 S. Thompson St.

Cortezville, III.
B男士 Was an Egyptian.}

**WILL PRESENT DANCE**

Al Donahue, lawyer who turned band leader, brings with him to the Homecoming dance Donahue and Phil Brito as featured vocalists.

**QUARTERBACK**

By SOPHIA SAHTRCI

So many people are always asking me: "What do you want to be when you grow up?" The answer is: I don't know. But I do know that I want to travel and see the world. I want to meet new people and learn about different cultures. I want to see the world and experience all it has to offer.

The answer is not clear-cut, but I know that I want to pursue something that will give me the freedom to travel and explore. Whether it's through photography, writing, or another passion, I want to be able to take that leap and see where it takes me.

Until then, I'll continue to dream and plan, always looking for new opportunities to learn and grow. And when the time comes, I know that I'll be ready to take that journey and see the world for myself.

**SHUTTLE’S**

By WILFRED FREEDLAND

Co-captains

One of the things that will be noticeable at the Homecoming dance this year is the presence of the shuttle service. The shuttle service will be operating throughout the night to transport students from one part of campus to another. The shuttle service will be located near the Homecoming dance and will be available for students to use.

**J. T. ENGLISH**

Queen Candidates Will Be Escort by Homecoming Court Members

The homecoming court will be comprised of male and female candidates who will be chosen by the student body. The candidates will be interviewed by judges who will determine their eligibility to participate in the homecoming court.

**Delta Eta Will Hold Homecoming Members Initiation**

The Delta Eta fraternity will be holding its homecoming members initiation this year. The initiation will be held on campus and will be attended by members of the fraternity and their guests.

**Morgan's Bakery Is Behind SNU**

SNU Homecoming

**LONE STAR CAFE*

The Right Place To Eat

**S. U. N. 75; NORMAL 0**

No Guessing When You Get THE MODEL

**Model BAND BOX Cleaners**

200-65 W. Walnut St., Carbondale
**SOUTHERN'S MAROONS—1940 VERSION**

**Southwestern Ties MACOMB, 5-8, in OPENING CONFERENCE TILT; ENGLISH SCORES ON 45 YARD RUN**

Game Ends With Maroons on Western State’s Goal Line; Leathernecks Score First

The victorious Maroons opened their 1940 I. 6. & C. conference schedule yesterday afternoon by slamming to victory a phalanx of Vandalia. The Maroons scored only two touchdowns but they were enough to secure the win by a score of 13-0.

**Maroons Meet Normal in Tomorrow’s Homecoming Tilt**

SOUTHERN TIES MACOMB, 5-8, IN OPENING CONFERENCE TILT; ENGLISH SCORES ON 45 YARD RUN

Game Ends With Maroons on Western State’s Goal Line; Leathernecks Score First

The victorious Maroons opened their 1940 I. 6. & C. conference schedule yesterday afternoon by slamming to victory a phalanx of Vandalia. The Maroons scored only two touchdowns but they were enough to secure the win by a score of 13-0.

**Maroons After Ninth Homecoming Victory In Tomorrows Clash**

**RIVALS EVEN UP IN PRIOR GAMES AT HOME**

Church Clinches Top Position in Autumn Tennis Tournament

Fall Tourneys End This Week — Final Rankings To BePosted Monday

**Church Clinches Top Position in Autumn Tennis Tournament**

Fall Tourneys End This Week — Final Rankings To BePosted Monday

**Clyde L. Smith, Agent**

219 W. Main
Carbondale, 11.
Sports Section

Make the Sport's Wheel Go Round

From The Press Box

By Jimmy Smith

Radio Coverage.

Sports Commentator, Floyd Covill, will report
on the radio throughout the coming season on
the activities of the University of Wisconsin-
Madison men's athletic teams. The station's call
numbers are WIBA, Madison, and KHOW,
La Crosse. These broadcasts will be aired
from various locations throughout the state.

Normal And Carthage Perched
On Top Run of Loop Ladder

Maroons After Fifth Win Over
State Normal

BY WALTER H. BEHRMAN

Normal started the season off in fine style, and
in five games they have compiled a record of three
wins and two losses. Their next game is against
Carthage, which they hope to win for a
clean sweep. Normal's starting lineup is as follows:

Coach: V. H. Martin

Players: J. P. L. H. J. P. L. H.
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SOUTHERN TIES
MAECOB IN OPENER
(Continued from page 1)

\begin{verbatim}
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\end{verbatim}